
“Water will always find its’ own level” 

 

 I come from a long line of seafarers, with an intimate knowledge of the physics at work in 

and around the Humber Estuary (it’s not a river) and Kingston-upon-Hull Docks. 

 Example 1 - The problems encountered during construction of the South tower of the 

Humber Bridge, which entailed significant delays and spiralling costs, was as a direct result 

of the geology not being known beforehand. 

 Example 2 - My Grandad pointed out the folly of attempting to silt-up the Railway Dock by 

simply keeping the lock gates closed, a project which has long since been abandoned because 

those who proposed and implemented the scheme were unaware of the underground water 

courses. 

 Example 3 - Unfortunately I was an employee of, the much hated and now defunct, 

Humberside County Council which came up with the “bright” idea of a tunnel under the 

River Hull (mimicking the newly completed Channel Tunnel, which caused much hilarity 

amongst the staff at the time). After it collapsed, bridges were installed as a financial 

expedient close to the original site, in Kingswood, after extensive restoration work on the 

river banks had been undertaken. Again the geology was not known beforehand. 

 Example 2a - More recently I tried to raise the potential over-sights (related to the Railway 

Dock folly mentioned above) to the Government body responsible for the A63 underpass at 

Mytongate, not yet commenced but it is related to the installation of the “councillor legacy - 

curly wurly” footbridge which is underway currently. No doubt the unidentified underground 

water courses will play their part in its’ success. 

 Example 2b - I also raised the potential for a collateral impact on the redevelopment of the 

NHS Children’s Centre site, only to be ignored. Future flooding incidents will be the ultimate 

judgement on the wisdom of this short-sighted and fiscally constrained planning. 

 The consistent thread throughout, whilst we always get the post disaster platitudes, the 

lessons are not learnt, about the sub-structure and water courses beneath our feet and we go 

on to repeat the mistakes ad nauseum. 

  



 Now we get a proposal for the “Hull Lagoon” where an initial glance at the “artist 

impression” is impressive but when you look into the details, it becomes apparent just how 

flawed this project would be in the “real” world. 

 The topology of the Humber Estuary is a constantly changing environment; you only need 

consult the Humber Pilot’s for confirmation, it’s the reason they exist. 

 The construction phase, of this proposal, will exasperate the volatility on an exponential 

scale throughout the duration, where the endeavour would probably best be measured in 

generations rather than years. 

 Yes, it would make the River Hull non-tidal upon successful completion (although there are 

numerous more modest options which would achieve the same result) but the extensive 

flooding of 2007, within the City, was indeed unprecedented but not tidal in nature. Another 

concept the authorities repeatedly refuse to acknowledge, in spite of the fact it cost lives. To 

proceed, with the current proposal, would put the entire population of Kingston-upon-Hull at 

greater risk of fresh water flooding than ever before. 

 Basic fluid dynamics shows it will inevitably traverse the deep water channel at some point, 

which would cause disruption to everyday shipping (with unimaginable financial losses for 

all commercial concerns affected) and pose new risks to all users, the length and breadth, of 

the Estuary and beyond, for the duration of the construction phase. The construction itself 

would be similar to Example 1, demonstrating the same naivety but magnified many times 

over. 

 The proposed new road, as shown, leaves a lot to be desired. The emergency services would 

take a dim view of the lack of access, without using the road itself, which could well be 

choked with standing traffic in the event of an RTA or a tidal wave sweeping across the top, 

which is more likely to be severe because the width of the Estuary will have been 

significantly reduced, creating a restriction. No facilities are offered to the more 

environmentally friendly non-road users, e.g. pedestrians. 

 Although the reasons for suggesting an underpass for the road, directly underneath the lock-

pit, are obvious (this would be the only access/egress to the River Hull, several existing 

docks, including the current wind turbine construction facility and all fresh water drainage). 

 During and after periods of heavy rainfall, the whole construction would act as an extensive 

dam, raising the water table significantly throughout the City. As a child my Father told me 

the water in Kingston-upon-Hull varied between 3 to 6 feet under the surface (hence cellars 

were a rarity), as I didn’t believe him he dug a hole in the back garden to prove it and at the 

time, we lived in an area which had never flooded! As for the poor motorist who has 

successfully negotiated all the hazards on your road, to get as far as the underpass, they now 

face being drowned! 

  



 Finally, do not forget we are still being made to pay for the last infrastructure project (which 

nobody wanted), used as a so-called election bribe and imposed by Barbara Castle! 

Summary 

(a) It appears to be a solution looking for a problem, when the investment would be better 

targeted at an energy generating tidal barrier. 

 

(b) In this area it is always wise to build bridges not tunnels. 

 

(c) Ignorance of; the geological nature of the area and the water courses above and below 

ground; is no excuse for exposing the residents of this City to such an increased risk 

level. 

 

(d) Its’ green credentials are laughable. 

 


